
FACTUAL  ENTERTA INMENT  13 x 30 minute series



Every day the dress consultants at T. Carolyn Fashions navigate the front lines of family conflict – helping moms 
look great and satisfying the bride’s often strident opinions. The shop owners, Barbara and Terrie Tibbetts, and 
their team help exasperated women overcome figure flaws, bad taste and out-of-control expectations in the quest 
for the perfect dress. If that isn’t challenging enough, add the bossy bride, a controlling husband or bitchy best 
friend. Luckily these dress consultants navigate the stormy waters with frank advice and a huge sense of humour. 

Even after 21 years and 100,000 dress sales, they never know what kind of family drama is about to walk  
in the door and explode all over the pretty carpet. This team is committed each time to get mom  

looking drop dead gorgeous on the big day.
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Barbara
is the matriarch; ballsy, 

gregarious and passionate 
about standing up for mom 

– reminding her that she 
is not a bridesmaid and 

doesn’t have to match the 
dinner napkins! 

Terrie
is Barbara’s daughter 

and together they own 
the store. Terrie is more 
compassionate with the 

brides, is smart as a whip, 
sharp as a tack and really 
good at rolling her eyes! 

Dante 
mans the accessories counter 

and is Terrie’s husband. 
Bringing some male energy 

to the store, he’s even been 
known to try on a pair of 

control top undergarments. 
all in the name of research! 

Margaret 
used to have a career in 

politics but says this job is 
way harder! She pulls no 

punches and her sharp wit 
often disarms the entourage 

that accompanies mom to 
buy a dress.

Mother of the Bride takes us inside the drama that ignites when the mother 
of the bride/groom tries to find the best dress at one of the most stressful times.
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